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Pearls of wisdom and downright funny lines are bountiful in Dick Enberg's Humorous Quotes for All

Occasions.Public speaking tops the list of things people fear most--above fear of snakes, falling, or

even death. But Dick Enberg has the antidote. With 28 general subjects to choose from, you're

bound to find just the right line to loosen your tongue and break the ice on any occasion.As baby

boomers increasingly are faced with occasion for public speaking--graduations, weddings,

retirement parties, anniversaries of all sorts--Dick Enberg's book will no doubt become the book of

choice. Laced with humorous personal anecdotes about Enberg's own public speaking experiences

throughout the years, the book is both an entertaining read and a resource of humorous material for

specific occasions. It also includes technical tips on how to quickly and efficiently put together a

successful humorous talk.Dick Enberg's Humorous Quotes for All Occasions will pave the way

toward making the speaker and his or her audience perfectly at ease and ready for a good time.
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â€ƒDick Enberg is in his first year at CBS Sports following 25 years with NBC-TV Sports, where his

assignments included the NFL, NBA, NCAA Basketball, Major League Baseball, the World Figure

Skating Championships, Wimbledon, U.S. Open Golf, and three Olympic Games. His broad range

of sports coverage earned him the title "NBC's decathlete." A former college professor, Dr. Enberg

has been a popular public speaker for over 40 years.

Nicely organized so you can look for funny quotes, quips and one-liners for just the topic you need.



Most seem very out-dated to me.

Got copies for all our friends & relatives. Tasteful humor (not sarcastic or crude.) Profound wisdom

tucked into the humor. A great way to create wholesome laughter and cheer up yourself and others.

Enjoyable.

When Wendy Morgan, one of the co-author's of this book first mentioned this book to me, in 2000,

honestly, my first thought was, "Okay. I'm busy. I'll take a look at it."And, yet, as I watch Dick

Enberg, during the Chargers versus another team play, I was reminded of my conversation with

Wendy.As it turns out, this is a great resource book for 3 reasons:1. Speech openings;2. Paragraph

writing ideas; and,3. Social etiquette.Here are a few examples from this book:"We've all heard that

everyone's greatest fear is getting up to speak in front of people. As Jerry Seinfeld put it, "The

number one fear in life is public speak, and the number two fear is death. This means that if you go

to a funeral, you're better off in the casket than giving the eulogy.""I wasn't kissing her. I was

whispering in her mouth." by Chico Marx"Will the people in the cheaper seats clap your hands? All

the rests of you, if you'll just rattle your jewelry..." by John LennonSomething that surprized me in

this book was on pages 44-45:The authors suggest that you write a 30-second commercial and a

5-minute commercial about yourself; one which you hone, review often and actually read out loud,

while looking at yourself in the mirror.While this is an excellent idea, and useful on many levels, I

was surprised to read, one paragraph after this idea the mention of this, not as a 30-second and a

5-minute commercial, but as a 30-60-second commercial.Overall, this is a great book for speakers,

writers, and those who want to be more effective as human beings.

The easiest way to become a famous speaker is to become famous and then start speaking for

money. People don't care how well they speak and laugh at any joke by a famous person. It can

even be a very old stolen joke. When they write speech books or joke books you have to wonder

what to take seriously. Enberg recommends starting a talk immediately with self- deprecation. Better

advise is in their one liner on page 42. "Don't be humble. You are not that great."-- Golda MeirWhat

makes this better than many other joke books for speakers, is that each category is started out by a

few pages on how you might use subsequent type of humor. The theme getting the reader to

understand that it is better to use your own humorous experiences. If you are not yet creative in

humor, don't just steal somebody else's one-liner innovate a new twist to it or help it stimulate your



own creation. I recommend that you learn how to start from scratch with your own stories. Check out

my review of Using Stories and Humor by Joanna Slan. Enberg's reference book might help get the

juices but it can't replace it. Buy them both-its not high finance dollars... I started reading on public

speaking in September 2000. I rushed to buy three joke books. I discovered quickly that reading

humor manuals and joke books is not very useful. So I skipped them and started reading on public

speaking ( currently over two dozen books). Now Christmas is over and I have two more as gifts.

Now I have five joke books to read. They are boring. Its like the left over turkey. You think it is fun to

eat leftovers. Then you remember why you do not eat turkey the rest of the year. I am now reading

these humor books on the theory that they will help me create humor or at least innovate from their

starting point.

As I grew up watching Dick Enberg on television, I always wondered how he could write, or reflect,

on what was happening before his eyes so well? Clearly, this book helped me answer that question.

Mr. Enberg has written a book of quotes unlike any other. He has included in his book, not only

those famous quotes with which we are all so familiar, but also quotes that he heard in his every day

life. It is this aspect of the book that I found so rewarding, and it is this aspect that helps separate it

from similar themed texts. It showed me that one doesn't always have to look for the comedian,

world leader, or athlete for guidance. Instead, one can simply listen to the common man (or woman)

for answers, advice, and humor. Mr. Enberg realizes that fame doesn't guarantee these attributes,

but more importantly, that a lack of fame doesn't prevent one from obtaining any or all of them. This

is a fantastic book, put together by a man who can see great qualities in people from all walks of life.

I bought this book because of a long history of hearing Dick Enberg as an announcer for the UCLA

Bruin basketball and Anaheim Angels baseball teams. Since that time he has become a sports

announcing icon, but I've always thought fondly of his early days. This book reveals Enberg's

tasteful choice of humor in a full volume collection that is certainly worth the price of admission. I

would have liked the book even more if there were more personal stories in it like in the fabulous

introduction. I would also have liked to have known who some of the people quoted were like Robert

Orben, Georgette Heyer, Glen Super and other not-so-famous to the average guy like me. As an

author, I'm always on the lookout for good quotations especially colorful ones with humor. This book

is definitely a gem in this genre.

A great book for everyone, not just for speaking in public. Since purchasing the book, I've used quite



a few lines at parties, and got a lot of laughs, especially the one liners about politics. Since I live in

Florida, this chapter gave me a lot of material, along with the insults which are quite useful. Enberg

and the Morgans have compiled a great reference book that is hilarious. I've even used a few lines

from the chapter on perseverence to a group of 5th graders!Buy this book for entertainment and

hilarious one-liners, it's like reading a funny encyclopedia - it definitely covers every occasion.
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